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The Vital Pulp Therapy of Permanent Teeth: A Dental Practitioner’s 
Perspective from Saudi Arabia
Mazen D. Doumani1, Waod A. Arnous1, Malak F. Alsafadi1, Heba A. Alnazer1, Salman M. Alanazi1, Khaled S. Alotaibi1, 
AbdulAziz I. Al-Ammari2

Aims and Objectives: The aim of this study was to determine the levels of 
knowledge and attitude of dental practitioners (DPs) toward vital pulp therapy 
(VPT) of young permanent teeth in Riyadh city, Saudi Arabia. Materials and 
Methods: A descriptive cross-sectional study was carried out by taking convenient 
sample of general DPs and specialist attending Saudi International Dental 
Conference, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. A total of 200 DPs administered a structured, 
self-administered questionnaire to evaluate their knowledge and attitude toward 
VPT. The questionnaire comprised four parts: Part I: Characteristics of the study 
participants; Part II: Items related to indications and diagnosis of VPT; Part III: 
Questions related to the different VPTs for immature permanent teeth; and Part 
IV: Dental materials used in VPT and restoration. All the data were entered into 
the statistical analysis software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 
21.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY) and analyzed by using descriptive statistics of frequency 
distribution and percentages for the categorical variables. Results: A total of 193 
(men = 57% [110] and women = 43% [83]) DPs participated in this study with a 
response rate of 96.5%. Less than half of correct responses were observed with 
(Item 1) related to the duration of complete closure of root apex (43%) and (Item 
14) use of sodium hypochlorite to serve as an excellent diagnostic tool to differentiate 
irreversible from reversible pulpitis. A high percentage of correct responses were 
seen with the (Item 9) indirect pulp capping––a procedure performed in a tooth 
with a deep carious lesion without signs or symptoms of pulp degeneration (75%). 
All other item responses ranged in between 52% and 72%. Conclusion: DPs showed 
fair-to-good knowledge and attitude toward VPT of young permanent teeth. In 
general, there is a need to improve knowledge and attitude of dental professionals 
about the VPT by attending continuing dental educational programs.
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IntroductIon

C oronal and radicular pulp tissue is very sensitive 
to a wide range of factors including invasion of 

microorganisms and/or mechanical/chemical insult during 
dental procedures. This pulp insult to the tooth may result 
due to the invasion of microorganisms through dental 
caries or through chemical or mechanical irritations 

of restorative materials and trauma from occlusion.[1-4] 
A  complete understanding of the pulpal inflammatory 
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process is indispensable in the formulation dental 
procedures and development immunotherapeutic agents.[5]

The dental pulp is a living part of the tooth and its 
vitality is indispensable for prolonged survival of 
the tooth. Vital pulp therapy (VPT) is intended to 
preserve the vitality and function of the coronal or 
remaining radicular pulp in reversible pulp injury to 
promote root development and apical closure.[6,7] VPTs 
include procedures such as direct pulp capping, partial 
pulpotomy, and/or full pulpotomy. VPT is indicated 
only in teeth with reversible pulpitis in the absence of 
any periapical pathologies or in teeth with mechanical 
exposure of pulp or recent traumatic pulp exposure.[8] 
Immature permanent tooth has the potential to recover 
after traumatic pulp exposure, and conservative pulp 
therapies increase the chance of saving pulp vitality 
and continued root formation. The pulp status and 
the level of root development are very important 
factors in governing the treatment plan.[9] VPT is still a 
contentious in judgment criteria, condition of the pulp 
at the time of treatment, best technique, and treatment 
outcomes. In majority of cases, inadequate knowledge 
of the dentist is a key factor in improper treatment of 
pulp disease.[10]

In Saudi Arabia, dental caries is highly prevalent (83%) 
among children aged 6–8 years,[11] leading to early loss 
of permanent first molars at young age. This early loss 
of first permanent molars has an adverse effect on 
skeletal and dental development.[12] In addition, 33% 
of children aged 5–6  years showed traumatic dental 
injuries that may involve pulp exposure.[13] The decision 
by dental practitioners (DPs) to select appropriate VPT 
to save the tooth is critical in view high rate of dental 
caries and incidence of traumatic dental injuries in 
young permanent tooth with incomplete root closure. 
The prevalence of immature permanent posterior teeth 
with pulpal involvement was reported to be 36.9% in 
Saudi Arabia.[14]

Currently, various VPTs are available to the DPs for 
the treatment of immature permanent teeth. VPT is 
still an argued subject with regard to diagnostic criteria 
and the pulpal condition at the time of treatment, 
best way of treatment and the prognosis.[15] Several 
recommendations were made regarding the VPT by 
American Association of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD), 
European Endodontic Society, and Saudi Endodontic 
Society in order to achieve successful outcomes. In view 
of the above-mentioned recommendations, how far the 
DPs are aware of the VPT of immature permanent 
teeth is not fully reported from Saudi Arabia. Hence, 
this study aimed to determine the overall levels of 

knowledge and attitude of VPT of young permanent 
teeth among DPs and specialists attending 29th Saudi 
International Dental Conference held in Riyadh city, 
Saudi Arabia.

MAterIAls And Methods

This was a descriptive cross-sectional study carried out 
in a convenient sample of general DPs and specialist 
attending Saudi International Dental Conference, 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Sample Size calculation

Sample size was calculated based on the following 
formula:

n
z p P

d
=

−( )2

2

1
,

where n is the required sample size, Z is the Z-statistic 
for a level of confidence, P is the expected knowledge 
(14.7%, P = 0.147), and d is the precision (in proportion 
of one; if  5%, d = 0.05). Z-statistic (Z) is for the level of 
confidence of 95%, and z-value is 1.96. The sample size 
achieved was 193 subjects. While calculating the sample 
size of dental students, dental interns and other dental 
auxiliaries were excluded from the study. Moreover, 
the DPs and specialists attending hands on program 
and workshops during the Saudi International Dental 
Conference responded poorly to the questionnaire. 
Sample size remained small due to the fact that dental 
specialists and DPs attending workshop and hands on 
courses responded poorly to the questionnaire. Hence, 
we could able to achieve minimum required sample for 
the study.

This study was carried out in collaboration with 
AlFarabi Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, 
Riyadh city, Saudi Arabia. The initiatives of the study 
started between December 2017 and January 2018 in full 
accordance with an approval from the ethics committee 
by AlFarabi Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing. 
The data were collected between January 9 and 11, 2018 
at the Riyadh International Convention and Exhibition 
Center in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria of the study were general DPs 
and specialists attending Saudi International Dental 
Conference. The exclusion criteria of the study 
included the dental students, dental interns, and dental 
ancillaries, and those not willing to participate.

Questionnaire development
The questionnaire used in this study was constructed 
after reviewing the information on VPT based on 
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AAPD, European Endodontic Association, and 
Saudi Endodontic Society. The first section of the 
questionnaire comprises personal information section 
[gender, specialty, years of experience, and work place] 
and the second section of the questionnaire comprises 
17 items that investigated the knowledge and practice 
of the VPT indication, diagnosis, technique, materials, 
and prognosis among general DPs and specialists 
[Figure 1].

Validity and reliability of the questionnaire
After the construction of the questionnaire, it was 
evaluated by two general dental practitioners (GDPs), 
two pediatric dentists, and four endodontists attached 
with academics to ensure validity of the questionnaire. 

Furthermore, reliability of the questionnaire was 
established by distributing the questionnaire to the 15 
general DPs and 5 specialists, and a Cronbach’s α was 
found to be 0.79. The questionnaire responses were 
recorded as yes, no, and I  don’t know, as shown in 
Table 1.

Questionnaire administration
A total of 200 questionnaires were printed and 
distributed to the GDPs and specialists attending 
Saudi International Dental Conference, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia. It took 7–10 min for completing each 
questionnaire by the study participants. Of the 200 
questionnaires, 193 were filled and returned back to 
the investigator. A  single investigator distributed and 
collected all the questionnaires. A  response rate of 
96.5% was obtained as seven questionnaires discarded 
due to incomplete information. Consequently, 193 
questionnaires of 200 were used for the purpose of 
statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis
All the data were entered into the statistical analysis 
software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
version 21.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY). Descriptive 
statistics of  frequency distribution and percentages 
were calculated for all questionnaire responses, 
and most appropriate answers were noted to assess 
the overall knowledge of  VPT among the study Figure 1: Parts of the questionnaire

Table 1: Questionnaire items
1. The closure of root apex is completed approximately
2. After traumatic injuries electric and thermal pulp tests may be unreliable
3. VPT should only be performed in teeth with reversible pulpitis
4. The main objective in VPT is to initiate the formation of tertiary reparative dentin or calcific bridge formation
5. Apexogenesis is a VPT procedure to encourage the physiological development and formation of the root end
6. Apexogenesis maintains pulp vitality, thus allows continued deposition of dentin
7. Apexogenesis allows generating Dentine Bridge at the site of pulpotomy
8. Apexification is a method to induce a calcified barrier in a root with open apex
9. Indirect pulp capping is a procedure performed in a tooth with a deep carious lesion approximating the pulp but 

without signs or symptoms of pulp degeneration
10. In indirect pulp capping, the patient returns in 8 to 12weeks for placement of a permanent coronal restoration.
11. The drawbacks of Ca(OH)2 include weak marginal adaptation to dentin, and dissolution over time
12. The unique physiochemical properties of MTA promote a superior environment for pulpal repair and bridge 

formation, compared to Ca(OH)2 products
13. In partial or shallow pulpotomy: if  bleeding cannot be controlled after 10 minutes of direct exposure to NaOCl 

after removal of unhealthy tissue, complete removal of the coronal pulp to the pulp floor is the preferred option.
14. Sodium hypochlorite serves as an excellent diagnostic tool to differentiate irreversible from reversible pulpitis 

and to help determine whether to proceed with partial pulpotomy, complete pulpotomy, or pulpectomy.
15. Successful outcomes for VPT decrease as the patient’s age increases.
16. Caries detector dyes can be considered a valuable tool in caries excavation when attempts are made to preserve 

mineralizable dentin and to minimize trauma to the pulp
17. If  MTA is substituted for Ca(OH)2 in VPT procedures, similar time periods for apical maturation can be 

anticipated
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participants. Table and graphs were generated to 
display the information.

results

A total of 193 (men = 57% [110] and women = 43% 
[83]) DPs participated in this study. Majority 63% [122] 
of the study participants were GDPs having 0-5 years 
59% [114] of experience. Most 72% [139] of the dental 
practitioners worked in clinics while 11% (21) were in 
academics and 17% (33) worked in both [Table 2].

Among the dental specialists participated in the study, 
prosthodontists were in the highest percentages 18 (9%) 
followed by endodontists 14 (7%), periodontists 9 (5%), 
pedodontists 9 (5%), oral and maxillofacial surgeons 9 
(5%), and others [Figure 2].

When enquired among the study participants about the 
complete closure of the root apex, the majority (43%) 
of the subjects mentioned 2–3 years. However, 36% and 
21% participants mentioned 1–2 years and 3–4 years, 
respectively [Figure 3].

To assess the knowledge of the indications and 
diagnosis of VPT, the study participants were asked 
about three items. Item 2, after traumatic injuries 
electric and thermal pulp tests may be unreliable was 
correctly answered by 133 (69%) of the dental health 
professionals (DHPs). Item 3, VPT should only be 
performed in teeth with reversible pulpitis was agreed 
by 110 (57%) of the participants. Item 4, the main 
objective in VPT is to initiate the formation of tertiary 
reparative dentin or calcific bridge was answered by 135 
(70%) of the DHPs [Table 3].

A total of six items (5–10) assessed the different VPTs 
for immature permanent teeth. Nearly, 137 (71%) 
of the DHPs mentioned that apexogenesis is a VPT 
procedure to encourage the physiological development 
and formation of the root end (Item 5). However, 128 
(66%) of the DHPs said that apexogenesis maintains 
pulp vitality, thus allowing continued deposition of 
dentin (Item 6). More than half  of (100 [52%]) of 
the participants mentioned that apexogenesis allows 
generating dentine bridge at the site of pulpotomy (Item 
7). Most of the participants (139 [72%]) viewed that 
apexification is a method to induce a calcified barrier 
in a root with open apex (Item 8). Three-fourth (144 
[75%]) of the DHPs agreed that indirect pulp capping 
is a procedure performed in a tooth with a deep carious 
lesion approximating the pulp but without signs or 
symptoms of pulp degeneration (Item 9) and around 
123 (64%) of the DHPs mentioned that in indirect pulp 
capping, the patient returns in 8–12 weeks for placement 
of a permanent coronal restoration (Item 10) [Table 4].

Items 11–17 assessed the knowledge of  the participants 
regarding the materials used in VPT and restoration. 
Nearly, 133 (69%) of  them knew about the drawbacks 
of  calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)

2) such as weak marginal 
adaptation to dentin and dissolution over time (Item 
11). The similar percentages (133 [69%]) of  the DHPs 

Table 2: Characteristics of the study participants
Variables n %
Gender Male 110 57
 Female 83 43
 Total 193 100
Specialty General dental practitioners 

(GDPs)
122 63

 Specialists 71 37
 Total 193 100
Experience 
(years)

0–5 114 59

 6–10 50 26
 11–15 22 11
 Above 15 7 4
 Total 193 100
Work place Clinical 139 72
 Academic 21 11
 Both 33 17
 Total 193 100

Figure 2: Dental specialist participated in the study (%)

Figure 3: The closure of root apex (Item 1)
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were aware of  the unique physiochemical properties 
of  mineral trioxide aggregate that promotes a superior 
environment for pulpal repair and bridge formation, 
as compared with Ca(OH)2 products (Item 12). Nearly, 
135 (70%) of  participants preferred complete removal 
of  the coronal pulp to the floor in case of  bleeding 
cannot be controlled after 10 min of  direct exposure 
to sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) after removal of 
unhealthy tissue (Item 13). Less than half  (81 [42%]) 
of  the DHPs mentioned that NaOCl serves as an 
excellent diagnostic tool to differentiate irreversible and 
reversible pulpitis and help in determining whether to 
proceed with partial pulpotomy, complete pulpotomy, 
or pulpectomy (Item 14). Nearly, two-thirds (124 
[65%]) of  the study participants acknowledged that 
successful outcomes of  VPT decrease as the patient’s 
age increases (Item 15). The majority (138 [72%]) 
of  the DHPs said that caries detector dyes can be 
considered a valuable tool in caries excavation when 
attempts are made to preserve mineralizable dentin 
and to minimize trauma to the pulp (Item 16). More 
than half  (102 [53%]) of  the participants agreed that 
if  MTA is substituted for Ca(OH)2 in VPT procedures, 
similar time periods for apical maturation can be 
anticipated (Item 17) [Table 5].

On the basis of the correct responses to the questionnaire 
items knowledge of the participants is divided into poor 
knowledge of VPT (0%–25%), fair knowledge of VPT 
(26%–50%), good knowledge (51%–75%), and excellent 
knowledge of VPT (76%–100%).

In general, the study participants showed fair 
knowledge of  VPT toward Items 14 and 1. However, 
with regard to remaining all other items, the study 
participants showed good knowledge of  VPT, as 
shown in Figure 4.

dIscussIon

The main aim of VPT is to maintain pulpal health 
in teeth that have been exposed to caries, trauma, 
restorative procedures, and anatomic abnormalities by 
stimulating pulpal cells to produce dentin to provide 
durable seal that protects the pulp.[16-20] VPT plays an 
important role in preserving the affected immature 
permanent teeth with incomplete root development. 
Recent advancement in various materials and techniques 
in the treatment of the VPT have increased the clinical 
success rate of VPT.[21,22] The primary objective of this 
study was to determine the level of knowledge and 
attitude of the GDPs and specialists toward VPT of 
young permanent teeth in Riyadh city, Saudi Arabia. 

Table 3: Questions related to the indications and diagnosis of VPT
Items Indications and diagnosis Yes No I don’t know
Item 2 After traumatic injuries electric and thermal pulp n 133 42 18
 tests may be unreliable % 69 22 9
Item 3 VPT should only be performed in teeth with n 110 68 15
 reversible pulpitis % 57 35 8
Item 4 The main objective in VPT is to initiate the n 135 46 12
 formation of tertiary reparative dentin or calcific bridge % 70 24 6

Table 4: Questions related to the different vital pulp therapies for immature permanent teeth
Items Vital pulp therapies for immature permanent teeth Yes No I don’t 

know
Item 5 Apexogenesis is a VPT procedure to encourage the physiological development and 

formation of the root end
n 137 43 13

  % 71 22 7
Item 6 Apexogenesis maintains pulp vitality thus allows continued deposition of dentin n 128 46 19
  % 66 24 10
Item 7 Apexogenesis allows generating dentine bridge at the site of pulpotomy n 100 67 26
  % 52 35 13
Item 8 Apexification is a method to induce a calcified barrier in a root with open apex n 139 42 12
  % 72 22 6
Item 9 Indirect pulp capping is a procedure performed in a tooth with a deep carious lesion 

approximating the pulp but without signs or symptoms of pulp degeneration
n 144 38 10

  % 75 20 5
Item 10 In indirect pulp capping, the patient returns in 8 to 12weeks for placement of a 

permanent coronal restoration
n 123 53 17

  % 64 27 9
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The knowledge and attitudes were assessed by using 
reliable and valid questionnaire.

Root completion is an important factor in successful 
endodontic treatment of young permanent tooth. 
Holland et  al.[23] reported that apical root closure 
is completed approximately 2–3  years after tooth 
eruption. Our findings suggested that less than half  
of the study participants were aware about this fact 
indicating fair knowledge in this area and require 
further improvement.

Thermal and electric pulp sensibility tests have been 
used to indirectly evaluate the condition of the pulp 

tissue by judging nerve supply of pulp. However, 
false results are commonly observed with these tests 
especially with immature and injured teeth. In contrast, 
Alghaithy and Qualtrough[24] reported that the laser 
Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and pulse oximetry (PO) are 
apparently able to evaluate direct blood flow within the 
dental pulp. In our study, 69% of the practitioners were 
aware of the fact that after traumatic injuries electric 
and thermal pulp test may be unreliable.

American Dental Association recommends VPT 
for teeth diagnosed with a normal pulp or reversible 
pulpitis.[25] The main idea behind VPT is to avoid 
exposure of the pulp and tooth retention for long-term 
thereby evading potentially painful, costly, and invasive 
root canal treatments.[26] Our findings suggested that 
more than half  (57%) of the DPs know about the 
indications of the VPT and 70% agreed that the main 
objective in VPT is to initiate the formation of tertiary 
dentin or calcific bridge.

Apexogenesis is a histological notation that refers to 
the continual physiologic development and formation 
of the root’s apex. Formation of the root apex in vital 
young permanent teeth can be achieved by performing 
suitable VPTs such as indirect pulp treatment, direct 
pulp capping, and partial pulpotomy.[25] In this study, 
dental professionals showed variable knowledge of 

Table 5: Dental materials used in VPT and restoration
Items Materials used in VPT and restoration Yes No I don’t 

know
Item 11 The drawbacks of Ca(OH)2 include weak marginal adaptation to dentin, and 

dissolution over time
n 133 44 16

  % 69 23 8
Item 12 The unique physiochemical properties of MTA promote a superior environment for 

pulpal repair and bridge formation, compared to Ca(OH)2 products
n 133 42 18

  % 69 22 9
Item 13 In partial or shallow pulpotomy: if  bleeding cannot be controlled after 10 minutes of 

direct exposure to NaOCl after removal of unhealthy tissue, complete removal of the 
coronal pulp to the pulp floor is the preferred option.

n 135 42 16

  % 70 22 8
Item 14 Sodium hypochlorite serves as an excellent diagnostic tool to differentiate irreversible 

from reversible pulpitis and to help determine whether to proceed with partial 
pulpotomy, complete pulpotomy, or pulpectomy.

n 81 69 42

  % 42 36 22
Item 15 Successful outcomes for VPT decrease as the patient’s age increases n 124 51 18
  % 65 26 9
Item 16 Caries detector dyes can be considered a valuable tool in caries excavation when 

attempts are made to preserve mineralizable dentin and to minimize trauma to the 
pulp

n 138 37 18

  % 72 19 9
Item 17 If MTA is substituted for Ca(OH)2 in VPT procedures, similar time periods for apical 

maturation can be anticipated
n 102 57 34

  % 53 29 18

Figure 4: Knowledge categories across different items (%)
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apexogenesis-related items. Nearly, 71% of the study 
participants were aware of the VPT of apexogenesis 
that encourages the physiological development of 
formation of the root end. Although 66% knew about 
continued deposition of dentin in apexogenesis, more 
than half  (52%) knew that apexogenesis allows the 
formation of dentine bridge.

Necrosis of  the dental pulp of  young permanent teeth 
before root completion has many bad consequences 
such as insufficient crown-root ratio, short root, and 
thin-walled roots. All these issues compromise the 
long-term survival of  the tooth. At present, there 
are numerous therapies to treat immature permanent 
teeth with infected pulp. Apexification procedure 
induces a calcified apical barrier in the apical area 
of  an incompletely formed root with necrotic pulp. 
Since many years, Ca(OH)2 has been used in the 
treatment of  apexification.[27] In our study, 72% of  the 
practitioners had knowledge about the apexification 
procedure.

Deep carious lesions can be managed by indirect pulp 
capping involving incomplete removal of carious 
dentin and then application of a well-sealed permanent 
restoration.[28] In this study, three-fourth of the study 
participants agreed that indirect pulp capping is a 
procedure performed in a tooth with a deep carious 
lesion approximating the pulp but without signs or 
symptoms of pulp degeneration. This finding is higher 
than that reported by Rabi,[29] in which 59.7% of the 
dentists know about the indirect pulp capping with a 
survival rate of 80–100%. Similarly, studies have shown 
that more than half  of the dentists preferred complete 
removal of carious lesion in single step, even though 
there is a risk of pulp exposure.[30] More than two-thirds 
of the participants agreed that in indirect pulp capping 
patient returns after 8–12 weeks for receiving final 
restoration.

Ca(OH)2 had been considered the “gold standard” for 
years because of its good clinical results. Currently, 
MTA cements showed higher success rate and more 
predictable hard dentin formation as compared with 
the Ca(OH)2 cements. However, Ca(OH)2 has several 
drawbacks when used as cavity liner in pulp capping 
treatments. One of the disadvantages is the high 
solubility and water sorption. Hence, it should be 
avoided in the margins of prepared cavity.[22,31] In our 
study, 69% of the study participants agreed with the 
drawbacks of the Ca(OH)2 cement. Similarly, 69% 
the DPs were in favor of superior physicochemical 
properties of the MTA in repairing pulp and formation 
of the dentin bridge as compared with the Ca(OH)2. 
Only 53% of the professionals knew that the MTA is a 

substitute material for Ca(OH)2 in VPT and has similar 
apical maturation period.

NaOCl is an effective nonspecific proteolytic and 
antimicrobial agent commonly used during the root 
canal therapy.[32] Moreover, NaOCl is an effective 
hemostatic agent as well as diagnostic tool in 
differentiating between reversible and irreversible pulp 
inflammation. When bleeding cannot be stopped after 
10 min of direct exposure to NaOCl, there is high 
probability of coronal pulp being irreversibly inflamed 
and needs removal. Hence, knowledge of using 
NaOCl as a diagnostic tool is important for the dental 
professionals.[33] In this study, only 42% of the study 
participants were aware of the diagnostic importance of 
the NaOCl in deciding treatment of options of partial 
pulpotomy, complete pulpotomy, or pulpectomy. This 
result is suggestive of lacunae in the knowledge of VPT 
among the study participants.

Caries detector dyes play an important role in caries 
removal when efforts are made to retain remineralized 
dentin. It has been reported that the sclerotic dentin 
and tissues can be stained by caries detector dye in a 
viscosity ranging between 263 and 332 mm/s2.[34] In our 
study, 72% of the study participants knew that the caries 
detector dyes are valuable tool in caries excavation when 
attempts are made to preserve mineralizable dentin and 
to minimize trauma to the pulp.

This study, we consider, is the first to report the 
knowledge and attitude of DHPs toward VPT of 
permanent teeth in Saudi Arabia. It has pointed out 
the knowledge gaps in VPT among the dental health 
professionals. In spite of favorable study findings, we 
confess some limitations. It was impractical to conduct 
clinical study in order to obtain information about VPT 
among the practitioners and specialists attending Saudi 
International Dental Conference. Hence, knowledge 
and attitude toward VPT was assessed by conducting 
questionnaire study rather than by conducting 
clinical study. Furthermore, care must be taken 
before generalizing the results of the study because 
of the convenient sampling technique, limited sample 
size, and absence of comparative analysis within and 
between specialists and general DPs. Only descriptive 
statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the overall 
knowledge and attitude of the participants toward VPT 
to obtain an insight.

However, further studies are warranted with a large 
number of dental professionals with different category 
of qualification representing different regions of Saudi 
Arabia to confirm the findings of this study. Clinical 
studies should be part of the inquiry into the knowledge 
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and attitude of DHPs toward VPT of permanent teeth 
from Saudi Arabia.

conclusIon

The DPs participated in this study showed fair-to-
good knowledge and attitude toward VPT of young 
permanent teeth in Riyadh city, Saudi Arabia. The main 
knowledge deficiencies were observed in regards to 
closure of root apex and use of NaOCl as a diagnostic 
tool to differentiate between reversible and irreversible 
pulpitis. In general, there is a need to improve knowledge 
and attitude of dental professionals about the VPT by 
attending continuing dental educational programs.
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